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often relevant to the recipes
in the issue; a “Recipe Update”, in which the magazine
provides variations on recipes
from previous issues; and
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Gourmet Today

– Taking a bite out of Malta’s
wine and dine scene
Gourmet Today is a food and
lifestyle bi-monthly magazine
published by MediaToday Co.
Ltd.
With its first issue published in
August 2009, Gourmet Today
is characterised by an editorial
style that is distinctly peopleoriented.
The magazine features several
original and traditional recipe
listings, while it also conducts
equally thorough evaluations
of kitchen equipment and
branded foods and ingredients.
Issues of Gourmet Today are
approximately 40 pages in
length, printed entirely in
colour.
Distributed for free with the
Sunday edition of MaltaToday, the magazine enjoys
a nationwide circulation of
11,000.
Each issue carries a main
feature whereby a colourful
character is chosen to illustrate
steps to home-cooked meals,
thus bringing out both a
step-by-step guide to original
recipes as well as the persona of
the cook - who is featured on
the front page picture.
The magazine targets the everyday cook, entertainer and food
enthusiast – publishing features
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